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In 2022, we will be creating a restful outdoor paradise that
works perfectly with all the beautiful ambient shapes.
The inspiration originates from the calm elegance of nature
with its mix of soft and sharp lines and the way it combines
materials and structures. Allow your home to expand outwards
with room for both relaxation and entertaining; this year we
plan to make the most of every moment.

Outstanding
outdoor spaces
for outdoor lovers.
Crafted by Brafab in Sweden.

VILLAC
Villac is a modern, modular lounge group that can be assembled to form several elegant combinations and for
2022 we launch the cushions in two new fabric colours; Bistro Brown and Beige.
You can easily vary a few sections to create your very own combination. There are also coffee tables in two different
sizes. The tables can be used singly as a large coffee table and side-table, or together as a nest.

4084-05-61

4084-05-24

Villac seat part

Villac seat part

1-seater

Powder coating -05 White matte

Powder coating -05 White matte

Fabric -61 Bistro brown olefin

Fabric -24 Beige olefin

4084-8-61

4084-8-24

Villac seat part

Villac seat part

1-seater

1-seater

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Fabric -61 Bistro brown olefin

Fabric -24 Beige olefin

4082-05-61

4082-05-24

Villac seat part

Villac seat part

2-seater

2-seater

Powder coating -05 White matte

Powder coating -05 White matte

Fabric -61 Bistro brown olefin

Fabric -24 Beige olefin

4082-8-61

4082-8-24

Villac seat part

Villac seat part

2-seater

2-seater

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Fabric -61 Bistro brown olefin

Fabric -24 Beige olefin

4084-61

4084-24

Villac back cushion

Villac back cushion

Fabric -61 Bistro brown olefin

Fabric -24 Beige olefin

4085-61

4085-24

Villac back cushion

Villac back cushion

Hörn

Fabric -61 Bistro brown olefin
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1-seater

Hörn

Fabric -24 Beige olefin
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BLIXT

STETTLER

Modern lounge buildable sofa/chair with aluminium frame and textilene seat and for 2022 we add black as an
option on the frame as well as a new corner table. Comfortable water repellent olefin cushions with liner.
Inviting design and flexible use; build just a one-seater or build as long as desired. The tables in different versions
can be used one by one or combined. They are constructed with a perforated top, not only a nice design detail but a
smart way lo let water flow away.

Stettler is an extremely spacious lounge sofa in aluminium. For 2022 we update the comfortable cushions with liner
to make them water repellent. We also added a large foot stool and a large double-center with backrest.

4191-8-28

4194-8-28

Blixt armchair

Blixt seat part

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Fabric -28 Cley beige

Fabric -28 Cley beige

4191-8-44

4194-8-44

Blixt armchair

Blixt seat part

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Fabric -44 pink olefin 2021

Fabric -44 pink olefin 2021

Stettler end piece

Buildable, with cushion

SH:45 W:129 D:129 H:77

SH:45 W:150 D:99 H:77

Powder coating -80 Black matt

Powder coating -80 Black matt

Fabric -78 Charcoal grey olefin

Fabric -78 Charcoal grey olefin

4375V-80-78

4374-80-78

Stettler end piece

Stettler center piece

Buildable, with cushion

Add-on unit

Powder coating -8 Black matte

4375H-80-78

Stettler corner

Buildable, with cushion

Add-on unit

Powder coating -8 Black matte

4375-80-78

Buildable, with cushion

SH:45 W:150 D:99 H:77

SH:45 W:143 D:99 H:77

Powder coating -80 Black matt

Powder coating -80 Black matt

Fabric -78 Charcoal grey olefin

Fabric -78 Charcoal grey olefin

4379-80-78
4191-8-71

4194-8-71

Blixt armchair

Blixt seat part

Stettler footstool
With cushion

Add-on unit

W:143 D:78 H:45
Powder coating -80 Black matt

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Fabric -71 Sky grey olefin

Fabric -71 Sky grey olefin

4196-8

4197-8

Blixt coffee table

Blixt coffee table

H:39 D:85

H:42 D:65

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Powder coating -8 Black matte

4195-8

4195-05

Blixt coffee table

Blixt coffee table

Fabric -78 Charcoal grey olefin

INDUS
Stylish lounge group in aluminum with beautiful teak details. Both sofa and armchair have a high back and
comfortable cushions in olefin fabric, which provides incredible seating comfort.

5161-80-24

5163-80-24

Indus armchair

Indus 3-seater sofa

With cushion
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W:60 H:42 D:60

W:60 H:42 D:60

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Powder coating -05 White matte

With cushion

Powder coating -80 Black matt

Powder coating -80 Black matt

Fabric -24 Beige olefin

Fabric -24 Beige olefin

5166-80

5167-80

Indus coffee table

Indus side table

W:135 H:45 D:65

W:57 H:40 D:41

Powder coating -80 Black matt

Powder coating -80 Black matt
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ITONDA
Coffee table in modern design with black aluminium stand and table top in 3D-printed glass with concrete pattern.
Can be used separately or in combination; you can put the small table under the larger table to create exciting level
differences. Concealed adjustable feet which allow you to adapt depending on the surface.

5266-80-70

5267-80-70

Itonda coffee table

Itonda coffee table

H:51 D:100

H:42 D:60

Powder coating -80 Black matt

Powder coating -80 Black matt

Glass -70 Light concrete look

Glass -70 Light concrete look

VIRGO
Coffee table in perforated aluminium frame in two different heights and sizes. The table top has a concrete
appearance and is made of 3D-printed glass. Can be used separately or in combination; you can put the small table
under the larger table to create exciting level differences. The small table also works well as a side table.
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8197-8-70

8196-8-70

Virgo coffee table

Virgo coffee table

H:35 D:60

H:41 D:105

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Glass -70 Light concrete look

Glass -70 Light concrete look

VENCE
Design and comfort in a harmonious combination where unbroken, clean lines in a meticulous design meet stylish comfort with
features that are easy on the eyes. For 2022 we add black as an option on the frame. Vence is beautiful from every angle, and its
harmonious proportions allow it to take centre position in any environment. A soft, embracing sofa with tailored back cushions for
excellent comfort. The series consists of four sections; end-pieces, a three-seat sofa and a two-seat sofa to help you easily create the
perfect seating group.
4072-8-07

4073-8-07

Vence 2-seater sofa

Vence 3-seater sofa

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Fabric -07 Pearl grey olefin

Fabric -07 Pearl grey olefin

4075V-8-07

4075H-8-07

Vence end piece

Vence end piece

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Fabric -07 Pearl grey olefin

Fabric -07 Pearl grey olefin
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SAMVARO
A modern yet classic serie in aluminium with round and soft shapes gives a nice and welcoming look. New for
2022 is lounge combinations; either as a buildable sofa or as a 3-seater, 2-seater and armchair. Comfortable water
repellent olefin cushions with liner. The armrests are slightly rounded and the sofa tables have storage shelfs as well
as table tops with 3D printed glass.

4152-73-07

4152-21-02

Samvaro 2,5-seater sofa

Samvaro 2,5-seater sofa

Powder coating -73 Anthracite matte

Powder coating -21 Khaki

Fabric -07 Pearl grey olefin

Fabric -02 Sand olefin

4155HV-73-07

4155HV-21-02

Samvaro end piece

Samvaro end piece

Powder coating -73 Anthracite matte

Powder coating -21 Khaki

Fabric -07 Pearl grey olefin

Fabric -02 Sand olefin

4154-73-07

4154-21-02

Samvaro center piece

Samvaro center piece

Powder coating -73 Anthracite matte

Powder coating -21 Khaki

Fabric -07 Pearl grey olefin

Fabric -02 Sand olefin

4155-73-07

4155-21-02

Samvaro corner

Samvaro corner

Powder coating -73 Anthracite matte

Powder coating -21 Khaki

Fabric -07 Pearl grey olefin

Fabric -02 Sand olefin

4156-73-70

4156-21-21

Samvaro coffee table

Samvaro coffee table

W:140 H:50 D:70

W:140 H:50 D:70

Powder coating -73 Anthracite matte

Powder coating -21 Khaki

Glass -70 Light concrete look

Glass -21 Sandstone

FORNAX
A premium outdoor kitchen in black aluminium with doors in teak and top in High Pressure Laminate. Designed for a modern living
and with many smart functions. Fornax is made of different units that can be put together to a complete and large outdoor kitchen.
One unit is prepared for adding a grill, one unit have a sink and water tap and one unit has a plain top, perfect as working surface.
All units have solid wheels, back part/fence and shelf.

2404-80-71

2401-80-71

Fornax outdoor Kitchen

Fornax outdoor Kitchen

Corner

Corner

4151-73-07

4151-21-02

W:74 D:74 H:114

W:95 D:95 H:114

Samvaro armchair

Samvaro armchair

Powder coating -80 Black matt

Powder coating -80 Black matt

Teak Basic natural

Teak Basic natural

Powder coating -73 Anthracite matte

Powder coating -21 Khaki

Fabric -07 Pearl grey olefin

Fabric -02 Sand olefin

2400-80-71

2403-80-71

Fornax outdoor Kitchen

Fornax outdoor Kitchen
With tap and sink

4157-73-70

4157-21-21

W:140 D:74 H:114

W:140 D:74 H:114

Samvaro coffee table

Samvaro coffee table

Powder coating -80 Black matt

Powder coating -80 Black matt

Teak Basic natural

Teak Basic natural

W:90 H:50 D:90

W:90 H:50 D:90

Powder coating -73 Anthracite matte

Powder coating -21 Khaki

Glass -70 Light concrete look

Glass -21 Sandstone

2402-80-71

Fornax outdoor Kitchen
Countertop

W:140 D:74 H:114
Powder coating -80 Black matt
Teak Basic natural
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WELDON

TALANCE

Weldon is a series in appealing design and matte finish. The structural parts have all-weather cushions - perfect for
Nordic climate. For 2022 we add colour Khaki on the frame as well as the colour Sand on the olefin fabric.

Talance is a series of rectangular side or coffee tables where you combine table base with different tops. They are
available in two different sizes and heights where the small table can be neatly put under the larger table. The tables
fit many of our different sofa groups and armchairs. For 2022 we add Khaki as an option on the table base and
Terazzo colour/structure as an option on the table top.

4365HVH-21-02

4361-21-02

4706-21

4707-21

Weldon set

Weldon armchair

Talance table base

Talance table base

Buildable, with cushion

Powder coating -21 Khaki

Powder coating -21 Khaki

Fabric -02 Sand olefin

Fabric -02 Sand olefin

W:79 H:45 D:79

W:71 H:40 D:59

Powder coating -21 Khaki

Powder coating -21 Khaki

4364-21-02

4367-21-02

4953-24

4952-24

Weldon center piece

Weldon footstool

Talance table top

Talance table top

Buildable, with cushion
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With cushion

With cushion

W:70 D:70 H:43

W:79 D:79

W:71 D:59

Powder coating -21 Khaki

Powder coating -21 Khaki

Laminate -24 Terrazzo Beige

Laminate -24 Terrazzo Beige

Fabric -02 Sand olefin

Fabric -02 Sand olefin
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VANNES

BELFORT

These sleek and sturdy aluminium tables feature a modern take on a traditional design. The stylishly rounded table
legs form a cross suitable for resting your feet on. For 2022 we add a larger size as well as Black as a colour option.

Belfort is a modern lounge series. The series comprises multiple separate modules, giving you the freedom to create
pleasant, practical patios either large or small. For 2022 we add a foot stool and two different sizes of sofa tables in
black and white, made with tops in 3D-printed glass with concrete look.

4008-21

4008-50

Vannes coffee table

Vannes coffee table

4837-5-70

4837-8-70

Belfort coffee table

Belfort coffee table

H:50 D:75

H:50 D:75

W:90 H:50 D:90

W:90 H:50 D:90

Powder coating -21 Khaki

Powder coating -50 White matt

Powder coating -5 White matte

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Glass -70 Light concrete look

Glass -70 Light concrete look

4008-73

4008-80

Vannes coffee table

Vannes coffee table

4836-5-70

4836-8-70

Belfort coffee table

Belfort coffee table

H:50 D:75

H:50 D:75

W:140 H:50 D:70

W:140 H:50 D:70

Powder coating -73 Dark grey matte

Powder coating -80 Black matt

Powder coating -5 White matte

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Glass -70 Light concrete look

Glass -70 Light concrete look

4006-80

4007-80

Vannes coffee table

Vannes coffee table

H:45 D:60

H:50 D:45

Powder coating -80 Black matt

Powder coating -80 Black matt

4830-5-07

4830-8-07

Belfort footstool

Belfort footstool

Powder coating -5 White matte

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Fabric -07 Pearl grey olefin

Fabric -07 Pearl grey olefin

VEVI
Vevi is a serie characterised by Nordic aesthetics and modern, elegant design. For 2022 we add a sun lounger in
both black and white aluminium frame and seat in textilene. Adjustable neck cushion included.
Design: Dick Björk

4029-05

4029-8

Vevi lounger

Vevi lounger

Foldable
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Foldable

Powder coating -05 White matte

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Textilene -51 Offwhite

Textilene -79 Dark grey
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LYRA
Lyra is a modern and quite austere serie with a nice mix of different materials. The frame is made of black powder
coated stainless steel (304) with attractive details in synthetic wixker on the armrests. For 2022 we add a dinig table
with a top of 3D-printed glass with concrete look as well as a dining chair with seat made of textilene.
8600-8-79

8608-8-21

Lyra dining chair

Lyra dining table

Stackable

W:220 H:73 D:100
Steel Stainless SS304

Steel Stainless SS304

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Powder coating -8 Black matte

NAOS
Straight lines, timeless design in a modern look. A serie with nice details and angles. Exciting combintaion of
different materials; stainless steel (316) and details of teak in armrests and table top. For 2022 we add a dining
table with butterfly extension that gives generous length and a dining chair with seat made of textilene.
8610-79

8618

Naos dining chair

Naos dining table

Stackable

Extendable

W:320 W:220 H:73 D:100
Steel Stainless SS316

Steel Stainless SS316

Textilene -79 Dark grey

Teak Premium natural

HILLMOND
Time to gather together family and friends for a fantastic party? Then the Hillmond
extendable table is the perfect choice. Choose between our longest table, with room for at
least 12 people, or the shorter version, which accommodates 8–10. The underframe is in
lacquered aluminium and for 2022 we add a massive top in HPL with a concrete look..

High pressure laminate -71
Grey concrete look

KIRA
Beautiful design that brings you back 50-60 years. A classic lounge chair where skilled craftsmanship is clearly
visible. Kira can be used to complement other furniture or on its own. For 2022 we add a version made with a
frame in black aluminium and a seat in synthetic wicker.

2249-80-65

2646-50-71

2646-80-71

Hillmond dining table

Hillmond dining table

Extendable

Extendable

W:297 W:238 H:74 D:100

W:297 W:238 H:74 D:100

Powder coating -5 White matt

Powder coating -80 Black matt

High pressure laminate
-71 Grey concrete look

High pressure laminate
-71 Grey concrete look

Kira lounge chair
2647-50-71

2647-80-71

Hillmond dining table

Hillmond dining table

Extendable

Extendable

Powder coating -80 Black matt
W:226 W:166 H:74 D:100

W:226 W:166 H:74 D:100
Powder coating -80 Black matt
High pressure laminate
-71 Grey concrete look
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NIMES

AVILA

A series of dining and café tables with stylish, ribbed tabletops and tapered, rounded legs. Manufactured using a
unique technique that provides a sound-absorbent tabletop. For 2022 we have addedd Black as a colour option.

Avila are modern and flexible table bases in aluminum with adjustable feet. For 2022 we add versions with a foldable function.
Thanks to their durable construction, they fit well in a public environment. Table top Laminate is purchased separately.

3100-80

3106-80

Nimes dining table

Nimes dining table

W:200 H:73 D:98

W:140 H:73 D:78

Powder coating -80 Black matt

Powder coating -80 Black matt

4033-8

4034-8

Avila table base

Avila table base

W:65x65 H:72

W:87x65 H:72

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Powder coating -05 White matte

Foldable

3107-80

4033-05

4034-05

Avila table base

Avila table base

W:65x65 H:72

W:87x65 H:72

Powder coating -05 White matte

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Foldable

Nimes dining table
W:78 H:73 D:78

Foldable

Foldable

FONDI

PONTE

Foldable and sturdy stainless steel table stand. Round bottom plate. Their robust design means they work well
in a public environment. Table top Laminate is purchased separately.

Foldable sets with a table and chairs in various colors. All parts in coated steel.

4035

Fondi table base
Foldable

W:Ø45 H:72
5013-33

5013-42

Ponte set

Ponte set

Steel Stainless SS304

LAMINATE
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5013-5

5013-8

Ponte set

Ponte set

Table tops consisting of a whole top in laminate that fits our table stands Grigny, Avila and Fondi.
For 2022 we add a new structure and format.
7938-71

7938-24

Laminate table top

Laminate table top

W:Ø70

W:Ø70

High pressure laminate -71 Grey
concrete look

Laminate -24 Terrazzo Beige

4960-24

4961-24

Laminate table top

Laminate table top

W:70 D:70

W:125 D:70

Laminate -24 Terrazzo Beige

Laminate -24 Terrazzo Beige
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COVELO

NINJA
Ninja, one of Brafab classics is for 2022 completed with a generous sunlounger as well as an upgrade in the design
and quality of the cushions! All cushions will be made without piping and with liner to make them water repellent.

4523-63-222

4528HV-63-222

Ninja 3-seater sofa

Ninja end piece

With cushion

Buildable, with cushion

SH:44 D:88 H:80 W:212

SH:44 W:164 D:88 H:80

Wicker -63 Rustic half round

Wicker -63 Rustic half round

Fabric -22 Beige olefin

Fabric -22 Beige olefin

4524-63-222

4525-63-222

Ninja center piece

Ninja corner

Buildable, with cushion

Buildable, with cushion

SH:44 W:76 D:88 H:80

SH:44 W:88 D:88 H:44

Wicker -63 Rustic half round

Wicker -63 Rustic half round

Fabric -22 Beige olefin

Fabric -22 Beige olefin

4521-63-222

4520-63-222

Ninja armchair

Ninja stool/table

With cushion

The airy, wickerwork design is made of durable, coarse synthetic wicker with a very natural appearance.
Excellent seating comfort. For 2022 we add a lounge chair and a foot stool.

With cushion and glass

SH:44 W:86 D:88 H:80

W:76 D:76 H:32/44

Wicker -63 Rustic half round

Wicker -63 Rustic half round

Fabric -22 Beige olefin

Fabric -22 Beige olefin

5394-65-2

5395-65-2

Covelo lounge chair

Covelo footstool
With cushion

Wicker -65 Natural 10 mm round

Wicker -65 Natural 10 mm round

Fabric -2 Offwhite olefin

Fabric -2 Offwhite olefin

4599-63-222

Ninja lounger
Foldable

Wicker -63 Rustic half round
Fabric -22 Beige olefin

GLENDON



Classic pieces in round synthetic wicker with a rustic appearance. Warm beige-coloured cushions included.
For 2022 we add a generous foot stool.



Olefin fabric beige No. 22
With TPU-liner, without piping

3647-61-22

Glendon footstool
With cushion

Wicker -61 Rustic full round
Fabric -22 Beige olefin
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ANEMON
Classic and elegant retro-inspired series with attractive, white cushions. The series is made of synthetic wicker in a
delightful brown shade providing a wonderful contrast to the comfortable white cushions. The series includes a sofa,
coffee table, armchair and dining chair. Cushions included.

5381-65-2

5383-65-2

Anemon lounge chair

Anemon 3-seater sofa

Wicker -65 Natural 10 mm round

Wicker -65 Natural 10 mm round

Fabric -2 Offwhite olefin

Fabric -2 Offwhite olefin

5387-65

5380-65-2

Anemon coffee table

Anemon dining chair
Stackable

W:140 H:50 D:65
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Wicker -65 Natural 10 mm round

Wicker -65 Natural 10 mm round

Glass 6 mm Clear tempered

Fabric -2 Offwhite olefin
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FUNKIA
Lounge sofa in half round Beige synthetic wicker and olefin cushions in colour Sand. Available as a buildable
solution and as 3-seater, 2-seater, armchair and two different sizes of sofa tables (with glass top).

3893-20-02

3895HV-20-02

Funkia 3-seater sofa

Funkia end piece

With cushion

SH:46 W:213 D:89 H:68

SH:46 W:165 D:89 H:68

Wicker -20 Beige half round

Wicker -20 Beige half round

Fabric -02 Sand olefin

Fabric -02 Sand olefin

3894-20-02

3895-20-02

Funkia center piece

Funkia corner

Buildable, with cushion
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Buildable, with cushion

Buildable, with cushion

SH:46 W:77 D:89 H:68

SH:46 W:89 D:89 H:68

Wicker -20 Beige half round

Wicker -20 Beige half round

Fabric -02 Sand olefin

Fabric -02 Sand olefin

3891-20-02

3898-20-02

Funkia armchair

Funkia stool/table

With cushion

With cushion and glass

SH:46 W:87 D:89 H:68

D:76 W:76 H:33/46

Wicker -20 Beige half round

Wicker -20 Beige half round

Fabric -02 Sand olefin

Fabric -02 Sand olefin

3897-20

3896-20

Funkia coffee table

Funkia coffee table

With glass

With glass

D:90 H:50 W:90

D:70 H:50 W:140

Wicker -20 Beige half round

Wicker -20 Beige half round
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HORNBROOK
Hornbrook is an excellent value serie in synthetic wicker, revealingly retro in shape and design and with stylish
features. For 2022 we add dining tables in different sizes with glass top as well as a comfortable dining chair with
thick cushions.

3881-20-02

3881-71-78

Hornbrook dining chair

Hornbrook dining chair

With cushion
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With cushion

Wicker -20 Beige half round

Wicker -71 Grey half round

Fabric -02 Sand olefin

Fabric -78 Charcoal grey olefin

3887-20

3887-71

Hornbrook dining table

Hornbrook dining table

With glass

With glass

H:73 D:80

H:73 D:80

Wicker -20 Beige half round

Wicker -71 Grey half round

3886-20

3886-71

Hornbrook dining table

Hornbrook dining table

With glass

With glass

H:73 D:150

H:73 D:150

Wicker -20 Beige half round

Wicker -71 Grey half round
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KAMOMILL

NYPON

Classic romantic design and open weaving in synthetic wicker. For 2022 we upgrade the fabric on the cushion to
olefin Beige and we add a sofa (thin back cushion included) as well as two different tables.

Stackable dining chair in round synthetic wicker with aluminium legs. Add a Florina cushion for extra comfort
(purchased separately).

3971-22-24

3972-22-24

Kamomill armchair

Kamomill 2-seater sofa

With cushion

3981-22

3981-8

Nypon dining chair

Nypon dining chair

Stackable

With cushion

Stackable

SH:48 W:64 D:68 H:86
Wicker

Wicker

Fabric -24 Beige olefin

Fabric -24 Beige olefin

3976-22

3977-22

Kamomill dining table

Kamomill dining table

With glass

With glass

W:135 H:68 D:80

H:73 D:130

Wicker

Wicker

Fabric -20 Beige polyester

Fabric -20 Beige polyester

Wicker -22 Beige 3mm full round

Wicker -8 Black 3mm full round

LAVENDEL
Comfortable dining chair in synthetic wicker with high back with black aluminium legs. Thanks to the fully covered upper section in
round artificial rattan, the chair works just as well outdoors as indoors. Comfortable cushion in olefin fabric included.  
3991-22-24

Lavendel dining chair

3988-24

With cushion

Kamomill back cushion

Wicker
Fabric -24 Beige olefin

VALLDA

CEIBO
Foldable and comfortable lounger in light synthetic wicker and cushion in beige olefin fabric. The cushion can be rolled together
and stored inside the folded lounger. Centrally located hinges (stainless steel) make it easy to fold. Furniture protection included.
3998-22-24

Ceibo lounger
With cushion

Wicker -22 Beige half round
Fabric -24 Beige olefin

AKLEJA

Vallda is a series of chairs, tables and a hanging swing in natural rattan with fine details. Natural rattan is braided rattan where the
skin has been retained, which gives a more natural color and natural irregularities. Rattan furniture should be placed under a roof.
For 2022 we add a foot stoll to the existing chairs, a side table, a dining chair and a dining table as well as a lamp-shade.
5942

5943

Vallda footstool

Vallda side table

Without cushion

H:43 D:49
Rattan Natural colored

Rattan Natural colored
Glass 5 mm Clear tempered

5940-2

5944

Vallda dining chair

Vallda lamp-shade

Rattan Natural colored

Rattan Natural colored

With cushion

Comfortable and beautiful lounger with thin, stylish cushion and neck pillow. Congenial angle for those relaxing moments
outdoors. The chair is made of twisted synthetic wicker that gives a natural and soft impression. Aluminium frame.

With glass

4038-8-21-02

Akleja lounger

5946

Vallda dining table
With glass
Wicker -21 Beige twist
Fabric -02 Sand olefin

H:72 D:120
Rattan Natural colored
Glass 8 mm Clear tempered
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JULITA

KORNELL
A timeless series in teak. The sofagroup is in
”low dining” height, which means that you can sit
comfortably on the sofa while eating at the table.
Comfortable and stylish cushions in olefin fabric.
Comes as 3-seater, armchair, coffee table, dining
chair, dining table.

Julita, well-thought-out and appealing Scandinavian
design with clean lines made of premium indonesian
teak. The straight lines of the crossbars provide an
alluring frame. Excellent seating comfort. Comes as
dining table, dining chair, position chair, deck chair,
coffee table, stool, and lamp.

4490

4491

Julita dining chair

Julita position chair

Foldable

Teak Premium Natural

6083-24

6086

Kornell 3-seater sofa

Kornell dining table

With cushion

W:200 H:73 D:100

Foldable

Teak Basic natural

Teak Premium Natural

4493

4494

Julita dining table

Julita dining table

6082-24

6085

Kornell lounge chair

Kornell coffee table
W:150 H:65 D:90
Teak Basic natural

W:155 H:73 D:90

W:220 H:73 D:90

Teak Premium Natural

Teak Premium Natural
6087

Kornell dining table
4495

Julita deckchair

W:150 H:73 D:90

Foldable

Teak Basic natural

Teak Premium Natural

4497

4496

Julita coffee table

Julita coffee table

W:90 H:50 D:90

W:140 H:50 D:70

Teak Premium Natural

Teak Premium Natural

4498

4499

Julita lamp

Julita lamp

Teak Premium Natural
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Teak Premium Natural

LAURION
An attractive modern and unique design where we for 2022 add a bench with legs in either teak or
black aluminium.

2235

2235-8

Laurion bench

Laurion bench

SH:42 W:180 D:46

SH:42 W:180 D:46

Teak Basic natural

Teak Basic natural
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LILJA
Lounge and dining series in teak with round organic design. Dining chair and lounge chair available in full teak or
with seat of synthetic wicker.
Comes as a lounge chair (with teak or synthetic wicker seat), dining chair (with teak or synthetic wicker seat), dining
table, side table, coffee table. Cushions (Sand - olefin fabric) purchased separately.

4182

4182-61

Lilja armchair

Lilja armchair

4181

4181-61

Lilja lounge chair

Lilja lounge chair

487-02

488-02

Lilja cushion

Lilja cushion

4186

4187

Lilja coffee table

Lilja side table

For armchairs

H:42 D:100

4166

Lounge chair

H:39 D:50

VARM
Table in teak with clear glass top. Decorative and practical shelf underneath for extra storage.
For 2022 we add a square table. Table on picture is the large rectangular table.

Lilja dining table
W:240 H:74 D:100
2226

Varm coffee table
With glass

W:100 H:55 D:100
Teak Basic natural
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NIMY
Decorative pillow of the highest quality with removable, washable Olefin fabric for outdoor settings. For 2022
we add two new colours; Garden green and Bistro brown. Inner pillow included.
777-32

777-61

Nimy pillow

Nimy pillow

D:45 W:45 T:8

D:45 W:45 T:8

Fabric -32 Garden green olefin

Fabric -61 Bistro brown olefin

776-32

776-61

Nimy pillow

Nimy pillow

D:60 W:40 T:8

D:60 W:40 T:8

Fabric -32 Garden green olefin

Fabric -61 Bistro brown olefin

HONUNG
Soft and warm plaid in (130x170 cm) in three different colour schemes and patterns; beige/grey, mustard/rust red
and green/blue. 60% wool.

OMBRONE
Large cushion in 100% cotton yarn with linen effect and a decorative border as well as decorative details on the zipper.
For 2022 we add a new colour (Burnt paprika) as well as a new size (40x60 cm). Inner pillow included.

7470-31

7470-27

Honung plaid

Honung plaid

W:130 D:170

W:130 D:170

Patterned
7472-41

7462-41

Ombrone pillow

Ombrone pillow

D:60 W:40 T:8

D:60 W:60 T:8

Patterned

7470-94

Honung plaid
Patterned
7472-7

W:130 D:170

Ombrone pillow
D:60 W:40 T:8

PEGO
Decorative, woven plaid in 100% wool in a warm grey for added comfort and that designer feel. Can be used as a
table runner or as a seat cover.

PILAS
This beautiful pillow has a crotched grey front in 100% wool and a back made of cotton. For 2022 we add a new
colour; light grey. Inner pillow included.
7537-07

7469-7

Pilas pillow

Pego plaid

D:45 W:45 T:8
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W:115 D:35
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AMARANTE
A carpet with patsch pattern in blue tones. The carpet has a low dense pile with soft chenille feel and vintage
character. Despite its textile appearance, Amarante is durable. The pattern picture is a game with classic oriental
design and modern soft colors. Let Amarante contribute to the outdoor space. 100% polypropylene – chenille. For
2022 we add a new, larger size (200x290 cm).

7549-1

Amarante carpet
W:200 D:290

AVERIO
Averio is a tough, hard-wearing synthetic material rug made of polypropylene. The heavy-duty weave, which is similar
to natural sisal, is made using a technique reminiscent of rope making. Because Averio is resistant to water and UV
light, it can be used both indoors and out without problem. For 2022 we add a larger size (230 x 340 cm) as well
as a round one (280 cm).

7547-7

7547-02

Averio carpet

Averio carpet

W:240 D:340

W:240 D:340

7548-7

7548-02

Averio carpet

Averio carpet

W:Ø280

W:Ø280

BANZI
Carpet for outdoor use in a modern, grey concrete pattern. Made of 100% polypropylene that reminds you of
textile but which, in contrast to textile, is excellent in an outdoor environment. The carpet is both waterproof and
UV resistant which means that you can lay it both inside and outside without any problems. Comes in two sizes;
160x230 cm and 200x290 cm.

7552-78

7551-78

Banzi carpet

Banzi carpet

W:160 D:230

VIND
Modern lamps in aluminium that goes well with the series Blixt. An almost magic and fantastic light thanks to the
perforated aluminium which gives a nice spread of light. For 2022 we add Black as a colour option.
To be completed with the product Cord.

4105-8

4104-8

Vind lamp-shade

Vind lamp-shade

Powder coating -8 Black matte

Powder coating -8 Black matte

4106-8

7534-8

Vind lamp-shade

Cord lamp cord

W:200 D:290
Powder coating -8 Black matte
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ELARA

FLORINA

Practical universal Lazy Susan (swiwel tray) in aluminum and tempered glass.

Florina features a whole series of cushions in a range of shades to help you add just the colour you want to your
dining chair, reclining chair, position chair or hammock. All cushions are made of 100% Dralon. For 2022 we add a
new colour; Dark beige.

4045

Elara serving tray
8325383253

W:50
Glass -70 Light concrete look

ERPE

3392-535

3393-535

Florina pos chair cushion

Florina pos chair cushion

3398-535

3399-535

Florina seat cushion

Florina seat cushion

Incl. neck cushion

Erpe is a thin, modern cushion with decorative transverse stitching. For 2022 we add a seat cushion without back as
well as a new colour on the fabric (dark beige).

3150-535

3151-535

3396-535

Erpe cushion

Erpe seat cushion

Florina deck chair
cushion

3151-825

3151-720

Erpe seat cushion

Erpe seat cushion

Low

DELIA
Delia is a modern collection consisting of stackable chairs and buildable parts. For 2022 we add new colours on
the seat cushions; Light grey and Anthracite.

NAXOS
The Naxos series includes a variety of different versions of cushions. All have foam and filling for additional comfort,
and you can naturally choose from a range of colours and patterns. For 2022 we add a new colour on the fabric,
Light beige, for the position chair cushion and the low cushion.
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3170-825

3170-720

Delia cushion

Delia cushion

Armchair

Armchair

3043-525

3044-525

3171-825

3171-720

Naxos pos chair cushion

Naxos cushion

Delia seat cushion

Delia seat cushion

For armchairs
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UTSIKT
Premium pergola (3x4 m) in a sturdy construction entirely
in alumininum (black). Slatted roof that can be opened and
closed depending on how much protection that is wanted.
Drainage in the posts. Side curtain sold separately.

7764-8

Utsikt pergola
W:300 D:400
Powder coating -8 Black

7765-72

Utsikt side wall
W:300 D:235

7766-72

Utsikt side wall
W:400 D:235
Textilene

AVIOR
VARALLO
Hanging parasol, aluminium with tilt function. 250 gr yarn dyed polyester with excellent lightfastness. Comes with
a cross base that should be anchored using parasol base weights or equivalent. For 2022 we add two versions; one
round (375 cm) with aluminium base in Anthracite and either Grey or Khaki fabric and a rectangular (3x4 m) with
aluminium base in Anthracite and either Grey or Khaki fabric.

Pop-up tent with one-push function to fold up and fold down; it
could not be easier. Practical storage bag (with casters) included.
Side walls are sold separately. Made of PU treated grey fabric
with waterproof seam.

8870-07
1550-73-21

1550-73-07

Varallo hanging parasol

Varallo hanging parasol

W:Ø375 H:250

W:Ø375 H:250

Powder coating -73 Dark grey matte

Powder coating -73 Dark grey matte

Fabric -21 Khaki polyester

Fabric -07 Grey

Avior pavilion

8871-07
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1559-73-07

1559-73-21

Varallo hanging parasol

Varallo hanging parasol

W:300x400 H:250

W:300x400 H:250

Powder coating -73 Dark grey matte

Powder coating -73 Dark grey matte

Fabric -07 Grey

Fabric -21 Khaki polyester

Avior side wall
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ANTILA

8629-81

Antila hanging swing

A charming lounge swing in olefin fabric. To be installed with fixed ropes (included).
Fabric -81 Nearly black olefin
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ENIF
Enif is a stylish hammock in polyester with both a neck pillow and a practical side pocket. Aluminum rod. Can be
mounted in a associated tree-friendly hanging device (purchased separately) or some form of hammock stand
(eg Ede as shown on picture (purchased separately).

8803

Enif hammock

KOTTE
Seat pouf designed for spontaneous seating spots anywhere. Also a very nice footrest that also can be used as a seat
pouf. The handle makes it easy to move around and place wherever you need an extra seating spot.
Olefin fabric and all weather foam.

7438-02

7439-81

Kotte lounge chair

Kotte footstool

VERANDA
Universal tree-friendly (ie does not wear on the bark) hammock device for hammock.

Fabric -02 Sand olefin

7438-81

7439-02

Kotte lounge chair

Kotte footstool

Fabric -81 Nearly black olefin
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Fabric -81 Nearly black olefin

7999

Veranda strap kit

Fabric -02 Sand olefin
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8804

Dvala hammock

8801

Dvala hanging swing

8802

Dvala hammock
Patterned

ULRIKA
DVALA

Neat and stable beach chair with an aluminum frame combined with durable polyester.
For 2022 we add 2 new colours, Pink and Green

Inviting hammocks and swing for those nice, relaxing moments. The seat swing is made of fabric (cotton + polyester) with crocheted
details, has an aluminum bar and is mounted either in a stand or for example in a pergola (stand and suspension chain are purchased
separately). The hammocks are available in two versions, a large one in light cotton fabric with room for two persons and a traditional
hammock in cotton with a neck pillow and a practical side pocket.
The hammocks have many suspension strings, which contributes to comfort and longevity.The more strings distribute the weight more
evenly, which gives a feeling of weightlessness!
Both can be mounted in the associated tree-friendly hanging device (purchased separately).
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5346-42

5346-32

Ulrika beach chair

Ulrika beach chair

SH:30 W:58 D:70 H:85

SH:30 W:58 D:70 H:85

Powder coating -70 Silver grey

Powder coating -70 Silver grey

Fabric -42 Pink polyester

Fabric -32 Green polyester
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